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Abstract: Now a day’s mobile device became a necessity for the people and with this 3G network service consumer can
watch the video program by subscribing data plans from the various service providers. Multimedia processing
technologies has increased its popularity in ways that video content is delivered to and consumed by end users. Also,
the increased usage and popularity of wireless networks and mobile devices is drawing a lot of interest and attentions
on ubiquitous access of multimedia content. Network Service providers and researchers are focusing on developing
efficient solutions to ubiquitous access of multimedia data, particularly videos, from every where’re using mobile
devices (laptops, personal digital assistants, or smart phones that can access 3G networks) The users of mobile phone
can watch or subscribe the video programs on their devices by using the data plans from the network service
providers.
Keywords: Wi-Fi ad hoc networks, streaming the video, save the bandwidth and battery, Frames lost, OLSR.
I.
NTRODUCTION
While the Quality of Service (QoS) offered to mobile users may be enhanced through innovative protocols and new
technologies, future trends should take into account the efficiency of Price allocation and network/terminal cooperation
as well. Game theory techniques have widely been applied to various engineering design problems in which the action of
one component has impact on (and perhaps conflicts with) that of any other component. Therefore, game formulations
are used, and a stable solution for the players is obtained through the concept of equilibrium. This survey collects
applications of video streaming in mobile networking and Investigates price and video streaming in mobile networks. To
this end, several games are modeled and their key features are exposed.
A D HOC NETWORKS are multi hop wireless networks without a preinstalled infrastructure. They can be de-played
instantly in situations where infrastructure is unavailable (e.g., disaster recovery), or where infrastructure is difficult to
install (e.g., battlefields). It is maturing as a means to provide ubiquitous unmetered communication. With the increase
both in the bandwidth of wireless channels and in the computing power of mobile devices, it is expected that video
service will be offered over ad hoc networks in the near future.
Ad hoc networks pose a great challenge to video transport. There is no fixed infrastructure and the topology is frequently
changing due to node mobility. Therefore, links are continuously established and broken. The availability and quality of a
link further fluctuates due to channel fading and interference from other transmitting users. In addition, an end-to-end
path consists of a number of wireless links. Thus, transmission loss in ad hoc networks is more frequent than that in
wireless networks with single-hop wireless paths connecting nodes to the wire line infrastructure. The most popular
media access control (MAC) scheme, the carrier sensing multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) schemes [1], is
designed for best-effort data. It provides no hard guarantees for a session’s bandwidth and delay. Although bandwidth
reservation is possible with MAC schemes based on time-division multiple-access (TDMA) or code-division multipleaccess (CDMA), practical implementations of these schemes are nontrivial because of the synchronization or code
assignment problems when node mobility is allowed [2].
Video transport typically requires stringent bandwidth and delay guarantees. However, it is very hard to maintain an endto-end route, which is both stable and has enough bandwidth in an ad hoc network. Furthermore, compressed video is
susceptible to transmission errors. For example, a single bit error often causes a loss of synchronization when variable
length coding (VLC) is used. Moreover, the motion compensated prediction (MCP) technique is widely used in modern
video coding standards. In MCP, a frame is first predicted from a previous coded frame (called reference picture) and
then the prediction error is encoded and transmitted. Although MCP achieves high coding efficiency by exploiting the
temporal correlation between adjacent frames, it makes the reconstruction of a frame depend on the successful
reconstruction of its reference picture. Without effective error protection and concealment, a lost packet in a frame can
cause not only error within this frame, but also errors in many following frames, even when all the following frames are
correctly received [3].
Given the error-prone nature of ad hoc network paths and the susceptibility of compressed video to transmission errors,
effective error control is needed. Traditional techniques, including forward error correction (FEC) and automatic repeat
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request (ARQ), must be adapted to take into consideration the delay constraint and the error propagation problem [4]. In
ad hoc networks, wireless links break down the traditional concept of topology, which is not constrained by physical
cable connections anymore. Although user mobility makes links volatile, it provides variability of topology. On the one
hand, a link may break when nodes move away from each other. On the other hand, it is possible to quickly find new
routes formed in a new topology. Furthermore, the mesh topology of ad hoc networks implies the existence of multiple
routes between two nodes. Given multiple paths, a video stream can be divided into multiple sub streams and each sub
stream is sent on one of the paths. If these paths are disjoint, the losses experienced by the sub streams would be
relatively independent. Therefore, better error resilience can be achieved when traffic dispersion is performed
appropriately and with effective error control for the sub streams. In a manner similar to multiantenna diversity that
improves the capacity of wireless networks, path diversity can also be exploited to improve the capacity of ad hoc
networks. Indeed, multipath transport (MPT) provides an extra degree of freedom in designing video coding and
transport schemes.
In this paper, we propose three MCP-based video transport techniques for mobile ad hoc networks. These schemes take
advantage of path diversity to achieve better performance. Compared with the coding methods considered in our previous
work [5], these techniques can achieve significantly higher coding efficiency and are compliant with the H.26X and
MPEG series standards (possibly with simple modifications). The techniques that we have examined include:
1) A feedback based reference picture selection scheme (RPS) [6];
2) A layered coding (LC) with selective ARQ scheme (LC with ARQ) [7];
3) A multiple description motion compensation coding scheme (MDMC) [8].
We studied the performance of these three schemes via a top-down approach. First, we used a popular Markov link
model [6], [9], where lower layer detail is embodied in the bur sty errors generated. This simple model enables us to
examine the system performance over a wide range of pack loss rates and loss patterns. Next, lower layer details,
including user mobility, multipath routing, and the MAC layer are taken into account in the OPNET simulations [10],
which provide a more realistic view of the impact of these factors on the system performance. Furthermore, we
implemented an ad hoc video streaming test bed using notebook computers with IEEE 802.11b cards. This further
validates the viability and performance advantages of these schemes. The results of our experiments show that video
transport is viable in ad hoc networks given careful cross-layer design. Combining multi stream coding with MPT
improves video quality, as compared with traditional schemes where a single path is used. Each of these three techniques
is best suited for a particular environment, depending on the availability of feedback channels, the end-to-end delay
constraint, and the error characteristics of the paths. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present the general architecture of multi stream video coding with MPT.

Figure 1: General architecture of the proposed system using multi stream coding and multi path transport.
II.
DETECTING CLIENT’S AVAILABILITY AND UDP SERVICES ANNOUNCEMENT
Both tasks are done injecting and capturing OLSR packets type 200. Whenever the communication between the client
and the server is possible (directly or via one or more intermediate nodes), the proxy server receives periodically OLSR
packets type 200 from the client agent and vice versa. If the proxy server does not receive at least one of this kind of
packet for a while (1 second by default although this timeout can be modified by the user when the proxy is started), this
is indicative that the client is disconnected. Similarly, if the client agent does not receive a packet OLSR type 200 from
the proxy server (after 1 second by default, also configurable), it becomes aware of the disconnection. The reconnection
is detected by the proxy server and the client agent when they receive at least one packet OLSR type 200 from the other
one during an interval of 1 second. Appropriate actions are done on both peers when the disconnection or the
reconnection is detected and they depend on the type of streaming protocol used. The chosen timeout (1 second in our
experiments) is a key parameter because a high value could lead a high delay to detect the disconnection whereas a low
value could trigger false alarms, i.e., no packet is received because of network congestion but the proxy server or the
client agent wrongly detect a disconnection.
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The packet size injected by the proxy server and the client agent is 206 and 66 bytes respectively. The difference in size
is due to the message content differs. For example, the proxy server is concerned about broadcasting the type of server
(e.g. Video Lane [11]), its IP address, the proxy server’s name to the client agent can distinguish among different proxies,
a command used by the TCP Control mechanism, the play listing using RTSP, and HTTP and UDP ports avail-able to
serve streams. As you can see, the broad-casting of the own OLSR packets type 200 is also the mechanism used to
announce the UDP services. The message content is useful since the client agent shows it to the user via a Graphical Unit
Interface (GUI) and then it launches the user’s player with the appropriate command according to the user’s election. The
content of the packet injected by the client agent includes its IP address, the type of player and requests of UDP streams.
III.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
Table 1 summarizes the actions that the proxies do when they detect disconnections and reconnections (in brackets it is
shown the process that does the action), and the benefits of these actions. Figure.3 and Figure.4 show the proxies
behavior during disconnections and reconnections for RTSP, and HTTP or RTP respectively. Irrespective of the
streaming protocol, the client agent
Table 1 Corrective action during disconnections and reconnections.

Figure 2: Information passing between proxies.

Figure 3: Proxies behavior during disconnections and reconnections for a RTSP session.
Starts a warning message box on the user’s screen when a disconnection or a reconnection is detected and the proxy
server ends the session when the disconnection exceeds a period of time. For the streaming protocols built on top of TCP
(RTSP and HTTP), the TCP connection between the proxy server and the client agent is closed when a disconnection
happens and a new one is created after the reconnection. Using RTSP compliant commands such as pause and play, the
proxy server pauses or resumes the server. For HTTP or RTP, the server is not paused during the disconnection period
but the frames are not for warded from the proxy server to the agent client to save bandwidth.
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IV.
THE TCP CONTROL MECHANISM
When establishing one TCP connection for a RTSP or HTTP session, three TCP connections are created: one between
the client and the client agent, another to communicate the client agent and the proxy server, and the last one for the
communication between the proxy server and the server. The former and the latter are local connections and they are not
likely to fail during disconnections. The mechanism is as follows (Figure.5):
Identify the TCP connection. After the second of the three TCP connections is created, the client agent requests a unique
identifier for this TCP connection by sending a TCP Control: 0 command to the proxy server using the newly TCP
connection. The proxy server responds to the client agent with a TCP Control: id where ID is the identifier, a value
different for any client agent and the proxy server.
 Session communication. The HTTP or RTSP session begins normal communication.
 Disconnection detected. If the client is out of coverage, then the client agent do the following actions:
1. Close the TCP connection with the proxy server.
2. Detect the server’s availability.
3. Create a new TCP connection with the proxy server.
4. Send the TCP Control: id command to the proxy server to replace the old TCP connection with the last one. The
proxy server sends TCP Control: OK as acknowledgement. These two commands are communicated using the
new TCP connection.

Figure 4: Proxies behavior during disconnections and reconnections for a HTTP or RTP session.
If the server is out of coverage, it must order all the client agents to close the TCP connections and create new TCP
connections. For doing that, the proxy server broadcasts a message using the packet OLSR type 200 including in the
message’s content of the packet the command TCP Fall to convey all the client agents that they must do the steps 1 to 4
described in the phase Disconnection detected.
 End sessions with clients disconnected for a long time. After a timeout, the server frees the software resources
reserved for serving the client and the session ends. Any later attempt to recover the TCP connection will fail
(command TCP Control: ERROR) and in that case the client agent will warn the user that the session has ended.
V.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
We tested the behavior and performance of our soft-ware architecture using the topology described in Fig.1.a.We are
concerned in presenting results that show: a) the low overhead of the packets OLSR including our packets type 200 in
comparison with the data volume of the streaming, b) the low usage of CPU and battery consumption due to the proxies,
c) the de-lay and jitter because of the proxies, and d) the benefits of using our corrective actions and the TCP connections
management between the proxy server and the client agent.

Figure 5: TCP Control mechanism.
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The plug-ins and the proxies were programmed using C and C++ languages respectively for Windows operating system.
The server was installed on a Pentium IV at 2.8GHz with 512 MB and 802.11b compliant. The intermediate node was a
Centurion at 1.6GHz, 512MB and 802.11b/g. The client node was a Celeron 1.4GHz, 1024MB and with an 802.11b/g
wireless interface. All the nodes were located in the same room and we added mobility to the network by allowing the
client node to be within radio range of the server node via the intermediate node and also we moved the client and the
server to make each other out of coverage to test the corrective actions made by proxies and the TCP connections
management. We used VLC media player [11], a free cross-platform media player that supports a large number of
multimedia formats and it is available for several operating systems, it needs little CPU power and it can be used as a
streaming server to stream in unicast or multicast in IPv4 or IPv6. We used also VLC for serving the video in unicast in
IPv4.

Figure 6: Traffic OLSR (red curve) and RTSP traffic (green curve).
5.1 OLSR Traffic
Figure.6 shows the bytes per second for a RTSP session (green curve) and the traffic due to OLSR protocol
including our own packets type 200 (red curve) obtained using Ethereal tool [13]. As you can see, the overhead due to
OLSR is negligible in comparison with the traffic of the ongoing streaming session.
5.2 CPU and Battery Consumption
In the experiment, the server sends streams at a rate of 2400Kbps. It was measured the CPU percentage
consumed by the proxy server and the client agent for different streaming protocols varying the number of sessions from
1 to 10 (Fig.7.a to c). During the experiment, the processes running on the server were the proxy server, the server and
olsrd, whereas on the client were running the client agent, the player and olsrd. As you can see, the proxies need little
CPU power being something higher for RTP sessions on the client agent in comparison with the same session on the
proxy server because for a new RTP session the client agent instantiates new objects and threads that increase the
necessary CPU power. In general, the differences of CPU usage among the different streaming protocols are due to
different software resources necessary on both proxies to manage the sessions.
Fig.7.d shows the battery consumption on the client and server nodes from 1 to 5 ongoing RTSP sessions with and
without proxies. As you can see, same values are obtained for all the experiments irrespective of the proxy’s usage or not.
The battery consumption on the client node is higher than on the server node due to the CPU usage of the player to
uncompress and play the stream.

Figure 7: CPU consumption for: RTSP (a), RTP (b) and HTTP sessions (c). Battery consumption for RTSP sessions (d).
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Figure 8: Delay and jitter for 25 samples. Without proxies (a), With proxies (b).
5.3 Delay and Jitter
Figure.8.a shows the delay in microseconds to transmit from 1 to 25 consecutive packets from the server to the
client when only olsrd, the server and the player are running. It is also presented the jitter. The average jitter is 1.13608
ms, a viable value for the streaming transmission. Figure.8.b shows the same results when also the proxies are running. In
this case, the average jitter is lower (0.94224 ms).
5.4 Corrective Actions
Figure.9.a presents the number of packets per second in-jected by the server during a VoD RTSP streaming
session at a rate of 2000Kbps (green curve). The red curve is the OLSR traffic transmitted by the client node. We forced
a disconnection period of 8s (about the 8 th second to the 16th second). During this time interval, Ethereal tool did not
capture OLSR traf-fic since the client is out of coverage but it captured RTSP traffic transmitted by the server since the
server is not aware of the disconnection period (no proxies were used for this experiment). As a result, about 2MB are
transmitted using RTP protocol and lost since we don’t use a proxy server to pause the server. To correct this inefficient
usage of the server and the available wireless bandwidth, we repeated the experi-ment using the proxies and we forced a
higher discon-nection period of 35s (Figure.9.b). During this period, the server is paused and no frames are transmitted

Figure 9: Bandwidth usage: Without proxies (a), With proxies (b).
Avoiding that the server injects a total of 8.75 MB. As you can see, the proxy server lasts about 1.5s to detect the
disconnection and about 2s to detect the reconnection. Both values are a bit higher to the the cortical value of 1 second
we fix to warn the proxy about a disconnection or reconnection. Since we use a proactive protocol to detect them, the
detection time is even lower that the one we would obtain using reactive protocols such as Ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector Routing (AODV) or Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [14]. Similar results were obtained for RTP and HTTP
sessions.
VI.
CONCLUSIONS
Enabling video transport over ad hoc networks is more challenging than over other wireless networks, both because ad
hoc paths are highly unstable and compressed video is susceptible to transmission errors. However, multiple paths in an
ad hoc network can be exploited as an effective means to combat transmission errors. Motivated by this observation, we
chose three representative video coding schemes, all based on MCP used in modern video coding standards, and show
how to adapt these schemes with MPT to enable video transport over ad hoc networks.
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